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From Invention to the Innovation

2

European Inventor Award (2014 finalists)

Industry

Mobile network communication standard LTE 

(Long Term Evolution)

Self-cleaning concrete 

Drug against multidrug-resistant tuberculosis

Lifetime achievement

3D brain atlases for clinical use

…



From Invention to the Innovation
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3D brain atlases for clinical use



Goal
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Explore and compare a number of important 

factors that influence innovativeness and 

competitiveness. 

Expected result: Group of factors that have 

positive impact on the successful transition from 

the invention to the innovation
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More than 5000 indicators from collections 

such as Gender Statistics, The World Bank, 

African Development Indicators, and 

Education Statistics.

Big Data



Selected Index-Groups

Basic Country Info 

Political Environment 

Business environment 

Research and Development

Usage of Information Communication 

Technology (ICT) and online creativity

Education

Patents 
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Basic Country Info

Country Name 

Latitude 

Longitude 

Population

Urban population (% of total) 

GDP per capita (current US$) 
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Political Environment

Government effectiveness 

Political stability 
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Business environment

Ease of doing business index

Ease of protecting investors 

Firms using banks to finance investment

Time required to start a business

Unemployment
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Research and Development

Researchers in R&D (per million people) 

Research and development expenditure (% of 

GDP) 

R&D financed by business 

University and Industry research collaboration

Scientific and technical journal articles 
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Usage of ICT and creativity

Online creativity 

Telephone lines 

Mobile cellular subscriptions (per 100 people) 

Internet users (per 100 people) 

ICT goods imports (% total goods imports) 

ICT goods exports (% of total goods exports) 

High-technology exports (current US$) 

Access to electricity (% of population) 
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Education

Literacy rate, adult total (% of people ages 15 

and above) 

Public spending on education, total (% of 

GDP) 

Knowledge Intensive employment 

School enrollment, tertiary (% gross) 
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Patents

Patent application per capita

Trademark applications, total 

Charges for the use of intellectual property, 

payments (BoP, current US$) 

Charges for the use of intellectual property, 

receipts (BoP, current US$) 

Global Innovation Index (Score) 
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Missing data in the Data Table

Data Table
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Visualization Tools
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ComVis



Selected Index-Groups
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Parallel coordinates plot is used to visualize all 

used indicators.
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Evident is the negative trend for the number of 

patent applications in Bosnia and Herzegovina and 

Austria 

Indicator – Patent Applications

Patent applications over five years period
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Evident is a negative trend for the number of 

patent applications in Bosnia and Herzegovina

Indicator – Patent Applications

Patent applications over five years period
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Global Innovation Index (GII) 2012 (141 Countries)

World rank

Rank 1 Switzerland Rank 2 Sweden

Rank 23 Austria Rank 65 Bosnia and Herzegovina
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Selected best 20% of Gii score values. Mostly 

located in the northern hemisphere (rich north).

World rank
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Selected best 20% of Gii score values. Only a 

couple of countries located in the southern hemisphere.

World rank
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Countries with average Gii index and high number of 

patent applications

World rank – patent applications



Data Derivation 1

Data transformation 

Not all data useful in original form
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Brushing ‘Patent vs. Patent per Capita’
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Only a several countries are above the average 

regarding the number of patents per capita.

World rank – patent per capita



Data Derivation 2

Rank derivation 

Useful for the numerical data
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Brushing the Patent Group of Indexes

Rank information provide better insight into 

the data relations.  
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Brushing patent applications

Countries with a small number of patent 

applications per capita and a average GII 

index
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Country names

Bosnia and Herzegovina

Cyprus



Map of Facebook Users

Bosnia is better

than Cyprus 

only in the 

single index

‘Internet users 

(per 100 people)’

But who uses 

internet more

efficiently?
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Facebook statistics

BiH: Play poker; watch football or read local 

newspapers

Cyprus: Use online guide for exploration, it is 

cheaper that traveling; go to the cheap supermarket 

to save money, and buy a smartphone at the MTN 
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Brushing the Usage of ICT and Creativity
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Online creativity as a strong criterion for the 

good GII score



Global Innovation Score

Global Innovation Score is related to online 

creativity. Higher online creativity implies 

higher Global Innovation Index
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Brush 1 Brush 2



Global Innovation Score

High Global Innovation Score is related to 

countries with high tertiary education  

Countries with less urban population still do 

not have good education 
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Public Spending on Education

Countries with less urban population invest 

higher amount of its GDP on education
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Global Innovation Score
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Global Innovation Index (Score) and GDP per 

capita are in correlation (as always the money 

play a important role)



Global Innovation Score
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Global Innovation Index (Score) and GDP per 

capita



Research and Development
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Mobile Devices and Online Creativity

High usage of mobile devices is connected to the high online 

creativity. We also see that countries with a low GDP per 

capita have high number of mobile subscriptions but they are 

not online creative. Assumption is that there is a very small 

share of smartphones in such countries.
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Business environment
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Education

Education as an important factor for innovativeness
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Conclusion

Several factors have positive impact on the 

successful transition from the invention to the 

innovation

For more informative and deeper analysis used 

data are not sufficient 
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